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1　1ntroduction
　The　purpose　of　this　pqper　is　to　define　the　notion　of　communicative　compe－
tence　from　a　viewpoint　of　foreign　language　teaching　and　learning．　I　have　a1一
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ready　tried　to　define　it　twice　（see，　Okuma，1996，　and　1997），so　this　is　the
third　trial，　but　may　not　be　the　final　one．　This　time，　I　want　to　begin　with　point－
ing　out　the　fact　that　there　are　two　comparatively　different　ways　of　definition：
sociolinguistic　and　apPlied－1inguistic　ones．
　　The　term　was且rst　used　by　a　sociolinguist　and，　naturally，　we　have　sociolin－
guistic　definitions　found　in　such　literature　as　Hymes（1971／1979），Edwards
（1979），Saville－Troike（1989），and　Romaine（1994）．But　the　literature　on
the　term　shows　that　there　are　other　ways　of　defining　it．　Thinkillg　about
Canale　and　Swain（1980），Savignon（1983），Paulston（1990）and　Bachman
（1990），we　cannot　call　them　sociolinguists．　They　are　applied－1inguists，　and
they　show　us　applied－linguistic　ways　of　definition　of　communicative　compe－
tence．
　　The　greatest　difference　between　these　two　kinds　of　definition　lies　in　that
the　applied－linguistic　ones　totally　dismiss　those　social　and　political　side　of　the
notion，　while　that　side　makes　a　core　of　the　sociolinguistic　ways．
　　Sociolinguists　like　Hymes　and　Labov　take　the　side　of‘‘disadvantaged”peo－
ple，　and　their　standpoint　is　reflected　in　their　discussion　of　communication
and　nonstandard　speech．　They　do　not　apply　the　middle－class　standard　of
judgment　for‘‘incorrect”languages　like　the　Black　English　Vernacular，　bilin－
gualisms　and　interlanguages．
　　It　is　necessary　for　us　to　take　into　consideration　their　attitudes　towards‘‘dis－
advantaged”people　such　as　above，　for，　in　my　view，　foreign　language　learn－
ers　also　belong　to　the‘‘disadvantaged”group．　Their　communicative　compe－
tence，　especially　their　grammatical　cQmpetence，　is　re且ected　in　the　litera㌻ure
on　the　language　of‘‘disadvantaged”people，　such　as　Bernstein（1959）on‘‘a
public　language，”Weinreich（1968）on　bilingualism，　and　Tarone（1988）on
interlanguage．　These　theories　play　a　role　of　mirror　for　foreign　language　learn一
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ers．
　　So，　our　first　task　in　this　paper　is　to　consider　the　sociolinguistic　ways　of
de且nition，　and　to　pick　up　theories　relevant　to　the　situations　of　foreign　lan－
guage　teaching　and　learning（Section　2）．
　　Then，　we　proceed　to　consider　the　applied－linguistic　ways　of　de五nition　and
to　pin　down　what　the　real　problem　of　communicative　competence　is　in　the
situation　of　language　teaching　and　learning．　The　real　problem　is，　of　course，
that　no　one　knows　much　about　the　relation　between　grammatical　compe－
tence　and　sociolinguistic　competence．　However，　Canale　and　Swain（1980），
Savignon（1983）and　others　propose‘‘communicative”approaches　to　lan－
guage　teaching，　in　which　they　maintain　that　the　goal　of　language　teaching
and　learning　should　be　to　develop　communicative　competence．　Their
proposals　are　worth　consideration（Section　3）．
　　Paulston（1990），however，　insists　that　communicative　competence　should
not　necessarily　be　the　goal　of　foreign　language　teaching．　I　do　not　agree　with
her　and　refute　her　view　in　conclusion．　Here　I　consider　what　we　can　do　to且11．
the　gap　between　grammatical　competence　and　sociolinguistic　competence
（Section　4）．
2Sociolinguistic　Ways　of　De血nition
2．1　Chomsky，s　definitions　of　competence　and　performance
　　It　is　when　Chomsky（1965：3－4）used　the　notions　of‘‘competence”and
‘‘垂?窒?盾窒高≠獅モ?hin　relation　to‘‘an　ideal　speaker－listener，　in　a　completely
homogeneous　speech－community”that　a　controversy　over　communicative
competence　arose．　He　also　pointed　out　that　the　study　of　competence　includes
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“grammaticalness”and　the　study　of　performance　includes‘‘acceptability”
（1965：11）．
　　Chomsky　equated　the　speaker－hearer’s‘‘competence”not　only　with‘‘his
knowledge　of　the　language”but　also　with‘‘the　linguistic　intuition　of　the　na－
tive　speaker．”To　him，‘‘a　theory　of　linguistic　intuition”is‘‘a　grammar．”
（Chomsky．1965：18，19）
2．2　Hymes，s　criticism　against　Chomsky　and　its　background
　　Acknowledging　Chomsky’s　new　ahd　valuable　insight　lnto　linguistic　intui－
tion，　Hymes（1971／1979）criticized　his　theory　by　saying　that　the　Chomskian
concept　of‘‘lingllistic　competence”is　too　ideal　and　restricted　and　that　of‘‘1in－
guistic　performance”has　little　to　do　with‘‘sociocultural　factors．”Hymes
was　especially　critical　about　the　fact　that　Chomsky　linked‘‘performance”to
‘‘奄高垂?窒??モ狽奄盾氏h（Hymes，1971／1979：8）．In　addition　to　those　categorical　ob－
jections，　Hymes　was　quite　cynical　about　Chomsky’s‘‘ideological　aspect　to
the　theoretical　standpoint”（ibid．：8）．This　suggests　that　Chomsky　might　be
a‘‘de且cit　theorist．”
　　It　is　symbolic　that　Hymes五rst　used　the　term　at　a　conference　on‘‘Lan－
guage　Development　Among　Disadvantaged　Children”in　1966（Brum且t　and
Johnson，1979：45），for　he　clearly　took　the　side　of‘‘disadvarltaged　children．”
　　The　word‘‘disadvantage”signifies　no　abstract　concept．　According　to　Ed－
wards（1979：1），‘‘disadvantaged”people　means‘‘the　working　class，　im－
migrant　populations　and　ethnic　minorities．”Their　children’s　academic
achievement　was　regarded　to　be　poor　by‘‘deficit　theorists，”and　their　lan－
guage　de且cient．
　　Hymes（1971／1979）intended　to　refute　so－called‘‘de且cit　theories”about
‘‘р奄唐≠р魔≠獅狽≠№?п@children，”for　educational　programmes，　based　on　the　deficit
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theories，　and　called‘‘compensatory　education，”started　in　the　United　States
and　elsewhere　in　the　1960’s（Romaine，1994：196）．
　　Referring　to　a　de五cit　theorist’s　comment　on　certain　tests　that‘‘the　upper
soclo－economlc　status　children　are　more　advanced　than　the　lower　socio－eco－
nomlc　status　children，”Hymes（1971／1979：10）maintained：
Given　subcultural　differences　in　the　patterns　and　purposes　of　language
use，　children　of　the　lower　status　may　actually　excel　in　aspects　of　com－
munlcatlve　competence　not　observed　or　measured　in　the　tests　summa－
rized．
　　Thls　is　the五rst　time　Hymes　used　the　term‘‘communicative　competence”
in　his　speech．　It　is　worth　noticing　that　he　used　it　as　an　unde且ned　term．　We
know，　however，　that　the　term　was　used　here　to　broaden　Chomsky’s　narrow
concept　of　linguistic　competence（the　ideal　speaker－hearer’s　knowledge　of
his　language）and　linguistic　performance（the　actual　use　of　language　in　con－
crete　situations）．In　Hymes’s　view，　Chomsky　equated　competence　only　with
grammaticality　and　performance　only　with　acceptability．　Hymes　insisted
that‘‘aspects　of　communicative　competence”should　not　be　two，　but　four，
and　they　are：
??
3
Whether（and　to　what　degree）something　is　formally　possible；
Whether（and　to　what　degree）something　is　feasible　in　virtue　of　the
means　of　implementation　available；
Whether（and　to　what　degree）something　is　appropriate（adequate，
happy，　successful）in　relation　to　a　context　in　which　it　is　used　and　eva1－
uated；
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　　　4Whether（and　to　what　degree）something　is　in　fact　done，　actually　per一
　　　　　　ノbrmed，　and　what　its　doing　entails．
　　According　to　Brumfit　and　Johnson（1979：14），the且rst　aspect　corresponds
to　Chomsky’s　grammaticality，　and　the　second　one　refers　to　a　grammatically
possible，　but　never‘‘feasible”sentence　like‘‘the　mouse　the　cat　the　dog　the
man　the　woman　married　beat　chased　ate　had　a　white　tail．”The　third　one
covers‘‘apPropriateness　to　context”or　sociolinguistic　rules　of　communica－
tion，　such　as　politeness　and　ritual　insults，　and　the　last　one　is　related　to　what　is
called‘‘accepted　usage．”Hymes　himself　later　called　this　last　aspect‘‘occur－
rence”i1971：57）and　emphasized　its　importance．
　　It　is　this　aspect　of　occurrence　that　has　much　to　do　with　language　change
and　real　language　use　like　nonstandard　speech．　Labov　comes　into　focus　in　re－
1ation　with　this　aspect（Hymes，1971：58）．In　fact，　it　is　Labov（1972）who　ob－
served　language　change　in　Martha’s　Vineyard　and　it　is　Labov（1969）who
found　the　systematicity　of　the　Black　English　Vernacular．　We　also　have　such
documents　as　Bernstein（1959）on“a　public　language，”Weinreich（1968）
on　bilingualism，　and　Tarone（1988）on　interlanguage，　all　of　which　are　stu－
dies　of　so－called‘‘incorrect”languages．　There　are　social　and　political　reasons
these‘‘variations”exist　in　the　world．
　　The　same　thing　is　true　of‘‘learner　languages”（Tarone，1988）．People　are
driven　to　learn　a　foreign　language，　especially　English，　not　only　by　personal
motives　bllt　also　by　social　and　political　reasons．　So，　such　theories　as　above
can　play　a　role　of　mirror　for　foreign　language　learners，　for　learners　can　find
and　correct　their‘‘de且ciencies”by　looking　at　the　mirror，　if　they　want．　Those
theories　insist　that　any‘‘incorrect”or‘‘de五cient”languages　can　serve　for
cOmmUmCatlon．
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　　There　is　an　objection，　however，　to　the　view　that　the　only　function　of　lan－
guage　is　communication．　So，　it　is　important　to　understand　Hymes’s　theory　of
communication　as　well　as　his　de且nition　of　communicative　competence．
　　2．3　Hymes，s　theory　of　communication
　　Hymes（1974：5）refers　to　Bloom五eld’s　often　cited　remark　of　a　beggar　and
achild．　If　a　beggar　says‘‘1’m　hungry”to　obtain　food，　and　a　child　says‘‘1’m
hungry”to　avoid　going　to　bed，　what　is　concerned　with　formal　linguistics　is
only　the　same　speech　in　the　two‘‘communication　events．”In　Hymes’s
words，　linguistics‘‘abstracts　from　context，”while　pragmatics，　another
branch　of　sociolinguistics，‘‘abstracts　from　linguistic　form”（ibid．：5）．There
is　yet　another　approach　to　communicative　events．　This　third　approach　is
Hymes’s　ethnography　of　speaking　which‘‘would　study　communicative　form
and　function　in　integral　relation　to　each　other”（ibid。：5），and　in　which　he　in－
sists　on‘‘primacy　of　speech　to　code，　function　to　structure，　context　to　mes．
sage，　the　appropriate　to　the　arbitrary　or　simply　possible”（ibid．：9）．In　short，
the　ethnography　of　speaking　is　the　study　of　communication‘‘as　a　whole”
（ibid．：9）．
　　The　analysis　of　the　functions　of　communicative　events　for　their　par－
ticipants　becomes　important．　Hymes（ibid．：22－23）tries　to　label　each　of　the
functions　and　concludes　that　‘‘expressive，　directive，　contact　（phatic），
metalinguistic，　contextua1，　poetic（stylistic），　referentia1，　and　metacom－
municative　are　useful”（ibid．：23）．
　　He　confesses　the　di伍culties　of　analyzing　the　functions　of　communicative
events，　but　in　his　view，‘‘there　seems　no　way　for　the　structural　study　of　lan－
guage　and　communication＿except　by　taking　this　particular　bull　by　the
horns”　（ibid．：21）．
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　　Such　is　Hymes’s　theory　of　communication，　or　the　ethnography　of　speak－
ing．　And　it　is　this　theory　that　had　a　great　impact　on　applied　linguistics，　espe－
cially　on　theories　of　communicative　language　teaching．　For　example，　Finoc－
chiaro　and　Brumfit（1980：22）define‘‘functions”as　the‘‘communicative　pur－
poses”one　wishes　to　express　and　to　understand，　and　propose且ve　broad　cate－
gories　of　functions：personal，　in　terpersona　1，　directive，　referential，　and　imagina－
tive（ibid．：23－24）．We　can　easily　notice　the　similarities　between　these　cate－
gories　and　Hymes’s　and　feel　the　latter’s　strong　infiuence　on　the　former．
2．4　Saville－Troike，s　definition　of　communicative　competence
　　Saville－Troike（1982：24），listing　the　essential　components　of　communica－
tion，　such　as　linguistic　knowledge，　interaction　skills，　and　cultural　knowledge，
says，‘‘Since　communicative　competence　refers　to　knowledge　and　skills　for
contextually　appropriate　use　and　interpretation　of　language　in　a　community，
it　refers　to　the　communicative　knowledge　and　skills　shared　by　the　group，
although　these（like　all　aspects　of　culture）reside　variably　in　its　individual
members．，，
　　If　we　draw　an　educational　lesson　from　this　definition，　it　will　be　that　we
must　admit　variations　of　communicative　competence　and　be　tolerant．　ln　fact，
she　refers　to　the　problems　of　tests　which　do　not　measure‘‘the　true　range　of
an　individua1’s　verbal　ability”（Saville－Troike，1982：25）．Such　a　test　is　an　ex－
ample　of　intolerance．
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3Applied－ling聾istic　Ways　of　De血nition
3．1 Lists　of　the　components　of　communicative　competence
　　One　of　the　characteristics　of　applied－linguistic　ways　of　definitions　is　to
reduce　the　whole　complex　notion　into　a　matter　of　components．
　　Bachman（1990），for　example，　provides　us　with　a　thorough　list　of　com－
municative　language　ability（CLA）．　According　to　Bachman’s　summary，
there　are　three‘‘intrinsic”components　of　CLA：language　competence，　stra－
tegic　competence，　and　psychophysiological　mechanisms．　And　there　are　two
other‘‘extrinsic”components：the　language　user’s‘‘knowledge　structures”
（sociocultural　knowledge，‘‘real　world”knowledge）and　the‘‘context　of　situ－
ation”in　which　Ianguage　use　takes　place．
　　As　Bachman　is　a　specialist　of　testing，　he　analyzes　language　competence
most　thoroughly　of　all　components．　According　to　him，　it　contains　four且nal
components　as　follows：
Grammatical　competence＝vocabulary十morphology十syntax
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十phonology／graphology．
Textual　competence＝cohesion十rhetorical　organization．
Illocutionary　competence＝four　functions（ideational十manipulative
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十heuristic十imaginative）。
Sociolinguistic　competence＝sensitivity　to（dialect十register
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　十naturalness）十cultural　references　and
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　figures　of　speech．
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　　A　question　arises　about　this　list：why　sociolinguistic　competence　is　includ－
ed　in　the　superordinate　category　of　lallguage　competence．　Irl　our　under－
standing，　sociolinguistic　competence　is　concerned　with　the　social　rules　of　lan－
guage　use，　and　it　is　supposed　to　be　most　dificult　to　find　any　relationships　be－
tween　grammatical（linguistic）competence　and　sociolinguistic　competence．
Simply　juxtaposing　these　two　components　does　not　contribute　to　integrating
communicative　form　and　function．
3．2　‘‘The　act　of　speech，，　and‘‘practical　events，，
　　It　is　easy　to　say　that　we　cannot五nd　any　clear　relations　between　com－
municative　form　and　function．　This　is　a　kind　of　solution　seen　in　the　story　of
Jack　and　Jill　told　by　Bloom且eld（1935：21－41）．Telling　the　story，　he　distin－
guishes‘‘the　act　of　speech”from‘‘practical　events，”and　says　that　grammar
deals　solely　with‘‘the　act　of　speech，”and　tries　to且nd　rules　in　it．　This　is　be－
cause　it　is　quite　dif五cult　to且nd　any　rules　in‘‘practical　events．，’It　is　even
more　di伍cult　to　find　any　relations　between　both　of　them．
　　Hymes’s　ethnography　of　speaking　is　a　study　of　integrating　both‘‘the　act　of
speech”and‘‘practical　events．”Theoreticians　of　communicative　language
teaching　under　Hymes’s　il1且uence　have　the　same　intention　of且nding　any
relationships　between　them．　From　the　point　of　view　of　foreign　language
learning　and　teaching，　a　true　question　concerning　communicative　compe－
tence　lies　not　in　what　it　is　composed　of，　but　in　what　rules　there　are　between
those　two　categories．
3．3　Grammatical　competence　and　sociolinguistic　competence
　　Canale　and　Swain（1980），discussing　communicative　competence　frorn　the
point　of　view　of　second　language　teaching，　pay　special　attention　to　the　inter一
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action　of　social　context，　grammar，　and　meaning．
　　But　the　problem　is，‘‘relatively　little　is　known　aりout　how　social　context　and
grammatical　forms　interact”（ibid．17）．In　other　words，　we　know　little　about
how　grammatical　competence　relates　to　sociolinguistic　competence．
　　Canale　and　Swain　introduce　and　criticize　two　models　concerning　the
relationship　between　the　two　notions：Halliday’s　and　Munby’s．
　　Halliday（1973／1979：27）defines　language　as‘‘meaning　potentia1”which
means‘‘sets　of　options，　or　alternatives，　in　meaning，　that　are　available　to　the
speaker－hearer．”In　his　mode1，　there　are　three　levels　of　options：what　speak－
ers‘‘can　do，”what　they‘‘can　mean”and　what　they‘‘can　say．”These　are　the
levels　of　social　behaviour，　meaning　potential，　and　grammar　respectively，
　　He　gave　an　example　of　the　use　of　language　by　a　mother　for　the　purpose　of
controlling　the　behaviour　of　a　child．　The　mother　has　several　sets　of　options
（meaning　potentia1）．The　sociological　and　the　linguistic　accounts　could　be
given　to　the　mother’s　behaviour，　but，　Canale　and　Swain　commented，　the　vital
problem　remains　unsolved　because　the　two　accounts　prove　to　be‘‘unrelat－
ed．”
　　Another　model　is　Munby’s．　His　central　concern　is　the　development　of“the
communicative　competence　of　a　foreign　language　participant”（Munby，
1978：6）and　his　actual　aim　is　to　design　a　model　for　it．　He　constnlcted　his　the－
oretical　framework　mainly　on　the　basis　of　the　theories　of　Hymes　and　Hal－
liday　and　the　framework　consisted　of　three　major　components：sociocultural
orientation　（or　knowledge　of　use），　sociosemantic　basis　of　linguistic
knowledge（or　communicative　approach），and　discourse　level　of　operation
（knowledge　of　occurrence）．
　　As　for　linguistic　knowledge，　Munby　accepts　Wilkins’s“communicative　ap－
proach，”in　which，　according　to　Munby’s　account，“one　starts　from　the　no一
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tional　categories　which　a　learner　needs　to　handle（the　things　we　use　lan－
guage　for）and　then　selects，　from　the　sets　of　linguistic　forms　for　encoding　the
categories　or　sub－categories，　thGse　that　are　apPropriate　to　his　level　and　re－
quirements”（Munby，1978：25）．
　　This　is　Munby’s　system　of　determining　actual　grammatical　options　and
Canale　and　Swain　criticize　it　by　saying　‘‘nowhere　is　referellce　made　to　the　re1－
ative　grammatical　complexity　of　forms　as　a　constraint　on　the　semantic　op－
tions　and　social　behaviour　options　that　may　be　selected”（op．　cit．：21）．
　　Canale　and　Swain（ibid．32）themselves　propose　four　ways　of　introducing
an　adequate　level　of　grammatical　sequencing　into　a　communicative　syllabus：
（1）
（2）
（3）
（4）
making　use　of　grammatical　sequencing　criteria　such　as　degree　of
complexity，　generalizability　and　transparency　with　respect　to　func－
tions，　and　acceptability　in　terms　of　perceptual　strategies　in　select－
ing　the　grammatical　forms　to　be　introduced　in　covering　a　given
function；
treating　such　grammatical　sequencing　criteria　as　an　essential　sub－
set　of　the　set　of　criteria　used　to　determine　functiona1　sequencing；
making　use　of　repetitions　of　grammatical　forms　in　different　func－
tions　throughout　the　syllabus；
devoting　a　certain　proportion　of　classroom　time　and　textbook
coverage　to　discussion　of　and／or　practice　on　new　or　especially
di伍cult　grammatical　points　and　on　interrelationships　among　vari－
ous　polnts．
　　This　is　quite　a　practical　proposal　and　has　its　own　merit，　but　the　proposal　it－
self　is　not　a　solution　of　the　problem　of　the　relationship　of　grammatical　compe一
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tence　and　sociolinguistic　competence．
3．4　Classroom　issues　raised　by　Savignon
We　have　dealt　with　theories　on　integrating　communicative　form　and　func－
tion　so　far．　Savignon（1983）deals　with　classroom　issues　responding　to　those
theories．　She　does　so　in　the　form　of　telling　her　own　experience　as　a　French
teacher　in　the　United　States．　It　was　during　the　1960’s　when　audiolingualism
was　in　vogue．‘‘There　was　no　heed　to　worry　about　what　to　do　in　class，”says
Savignon（1983：17），‘‘The　pattern　was　there；all　I　had　to　do　was　follow　it．”
However，　she　later　became　aware　of　the　fact　that　the　pattern　practice　did　not
work　much　better　for　actual　communication．　She　thought　of　a　goal　of　lan－
guage　learning，　which　must　be‘‘the　communication　of　ideas，　the　sharing　of
information　about　oneself　and　others”（ibid．：21）．Then　she　began　to　move
towards　communicative　language　teaching（CLT）．
　　The　goal　of　CLT　is　a　priori　to　develop　a　student’s　communicative　compe－
tence　which　Savignon（1983：22）de且nes　as‘‘the　ability　to　function　in　a　truly
communicative　setting．”But　how　can　this　goal　be　attained　in　class？　Savignon
（1983：23－24）provides　us　with　a　list　of　the　guiding　tenets　of　CLT　as　follows：
1　Language　use　is　creative．　Learners　use　whatever　knowledge　they
have　of　a　language　system　to　express　their　meaning　in　an　infinite　varie－
ty　of　ways．
2　Language　use　consists　of　many　abilities　in　a　broad　communicative
framework．　The　nature　of　the　particular　abilities　needed　is　dependent
　on　the　roles　of　the　participants，　the　situation，　and　the　goal　of　the　interac－
tion．
3　L21earnirlg，1ike　LI　learning，　begins　with　the　needs　and　interests　of．
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the　learner．
4　An　analysis　of　learner　needs　and　interests　provides　the　most　effec－
tive　basis　for　materials　development．
5　The　basic　unit　of　practice　should　always　be　a　text　or　chunk　of　dis－
course．　Production　should　begin　with　the　conveyance　of　meaning．　For－
mal　accuracy　in　the　beginning　stages　should　be　neither　required　nor　ex－
pected．
6　The　teacher　assulnes　a　variety　of　roles　to　permit　learner　participa－
tion　in　a　wide　range　of　communicative　situations．
　　This　list　does　not　give　us　any　clear　relationships　between　communicative
form　and　function，　and　an　important　question　inevitably　arises　about‘‘formal
accuracy．”Nevertheless，　the　list　is　quite　suggestive．
3．5 Paulston，s　view　on　foreign　language　teaching
　　Savignon（1983：25－26）refers　to　Paulston　alld　her　view　on　foreign　lan－
guage　teaching（FLT）．The　premise　of　Paulston’s　view　is　that　many　com－
municative　activities　in　class　lack　in‘‘social　meaning”and　are　not　an　ac－
curate　re且ection　of　L2　culture．　Based　on　this　premise，　Paulston　considers
that　communicative　competence　is　not　a　necessary　goa1　of　FLT　programmes．
　　In　Paulston’s　view，　says　Savignon，　a　variety　of　interactive　activities　are
useful　only　for　practice　in　linguistic　forms．　Role　playing　with　cultural　situa－
tions　may　be　useful　for　developing　communicative　competence‘‘only　if”the
teacher　knows　the　L2　rules　of　social　use　very　well．‘‘If　not，　these　activities　do
nothing　to　reveal　the　cultural　biases　of　the　learners　and　may，　in　fact，　strength－
en　them．”Teachers　must　be　anthropologists　to　focus　on　L2　social　rules．
　　The　same　tenet　is　repeated　in　Paulston（1990），To　her，　communicative
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competence　is‘‘the　social　rules　of　Ianguage　use”（ibid．：287）and‘‘a　concept
basic　to　understanding　social　interaction”　（ibid．：289）．
　　According　to　the　diagram　of　language　teaching　she　proposes（ibid．：289），
there　are　actually　three　strategies　of　teaching：
1　1inguistic　performance→1inguistic　competence
2　1inguistic　performance→communicative　performance→1inguistic
competence
3　1inguistic　performance→communicative　performance→communica－
tlve　competence
　　In　strategy　1，　a　teacher　teaches　students　things　like　rejecting＊‘‘the　ate
goldfish　John”as‘‘un－English”and　recognizing　that‘‘flying　planes　can　be
dangerous”is‘‘ambiguous．”
　　In　strategy　2　and　3，　she　uses　a　new　term‘‘communicative　performance，”
which　means‘‘communication　that　carries　no　distinctive　social　significance”
（ibid．：290）．In　her　view，　it　is　of　course　strategy　3　that　is　the　most　eficient
language　teaching．　As　to　strategy　2，　she　comments：
Strategy　2，　which　combines　skill－getting　exercises（drills，　dialogues，
nlles，　etc．）with　skill－using　activities　of　the　kind　Savignon　outlines　in　her
dissertation，　will　under　propitious　circumstances（good　programs，
trained　teachers，　motivated　students），result　in　linguistic　competence．
In　foreign　language　teaching　that　may　be　all　one　asks．（Paulston，1990：
291－292）
This　is　a　provocative　view　to　those　who　are　engaged　in　FLT　like　me．　Is　it
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really　impossible　to　take　strategy　3　in　FLT？Is　communicative　competence
beyond　foreign　language　learners’ability？　1　will　discuss　these　questions　con－
cerlling　Paulston’s　view　in　Conclusion．
4　Conclusion
　　It　is　oversimpli且cation　for　Paulston　to　equate　communicative　competence
only　with‘‘the　social　rules　of　language　use．”The　notion　was且rst　referred　to
by　Hymes　in　order　to　rescue‘‘disadvantaged　children”and　their　language
use．　Taking　the　connotation　of　disadvantage　into　consideration，　it　is　clear
that　Hymes　took　side　of　the　working　class，　immigrallt　populations，　ethnic
minorities，　and　even　learners　of　English　as　a　foreign　language．　All　these　peo－
ple，　in　Hymes’s　words，‘‘excel　in　aspects　of　communicative　competence”if
they　are　given‘‘subcultural　differences　in　the　patterns　and　purposes　of　lan－
guage　use．”The　middle－class　view　of　language　use　which　is　usually　regarded
as　standard　speech，　perhaps，　made　Paulston　neglect　plural　aspects　of　the
communlcatlve　competence．
　　Paulston　is　quite　confident　in　teaching　L21earners　what　she　believes　to　be
communicative　competence．　But　how　can　she　actually　teach‘‘the　social　rules
of　language　use，”when　no　one　knows　much　about　the　relations　between　com－
municative　form　and　functionP　She　herself　admits‘‘the　dif且culty　with　so
many　rules　of　communicative　competence”because‘‘we　don’t　consciously
know　many　of　our　own，　much　less　those　of　another　culture”（Paulston，1990：
294）．So，　she　proposes　a　kind　of　solution　that　the　language　teacher　should
become　an　anthropologist．　But　then，　why　is　it　impossible　for　the　foreign　lan－
guage　teacher　to　become　an　anthropologistP
　　Though　her　idea　is　by　no　means　a　solution　of　the　problem　concerning　gram一
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matical　competence　and　sociolinguistic　competence，　it　is　not　meaningless　at
al1．　It　is　necessary　for　foreign　language　teachers　to　try　to　know　about　a　for－
eign　culture　as　much　as　they　can．　In　fact，　foreign　cultures　have　been　studied
by　foreign　sociolinguists，　if　not　anthropologists。　For　example，　Clancy（1990）
is　a　study　of　the　intuitive　and　indirect　style　of　communication　in　Japanese
from　the　point　of　view　of　an　American　sociolinguist．　She　observes　how
Japanese　mothers　teach　the　typical　style　to　their　children　and　confirms‘‘the
use　of　indirection　both　in　giving　and　refusing　directives”（Clancy，1990：33）．
Tsuda（1988），for　another　example，　is　a　comparative　study　of‘‘sales　talk　in
Japan　and　the　United　States”from　the　point　of　view　of　a　Japanese　sociolin－
guist．　One　of　her且ndings　is　that　American　salespeople　never　subordinate
their　individuality　to　their　role　as　salespeople，　while　Japanese　salespeople　sus－
pend　their　individuality　in　order　to　fulfill　their　occupational　role（Tsuda，
1988：346）．
　　The　knowledge　of　these　cultural　differences　contributes　to　develop　so－
ciolinguistic　competence，　but　we　are　not　sure　if　grammatical　competence　call
be　enhanced　at　the　same　time．
　　How　to　enhance　both　grammatical　and　sociolinguistic　competence　at　the
same　time　has　been　a　dif且cult　question　since　the　1970’s．　Callale　and　Swain’s
proposal　of　grammatical　sequencing（see　3．3）is　an　example　of　solution　and
Savignon’s　list　of　the　guiding　tenets　of　CLT　is　another（see　3．4）．We　know
other　proposals　in　the且eld　of　methodology，　such　as　Finocchicaro　and
Brum且t（1980），Van　Ek（1975）and　Wilkins（1976）．Reading　these　docu－
ments　will　lead　us　to　a　possible　communicative　syllabus　of　our　own．
　　The　language　teacher，　then，　must　be　not　only　a　sociolinguistic　researcher，
but　also　a　designer　of　communicative　syllabus，　in　order　to　enhance　students’
cOmmunicative　competence．
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